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Abstract: -- The work is take up with completely different analysis. The paper provides proofing of action of generating modulating 

resource of signal in human body, this kind of intuition not materialized in technical, physical, engineering research. Everyone 

knows the concept of Aura, is natural energy associated with all living organisms. But the typical study here is the behavior of 

human Aura is mysterious. I wonder about Aura, ten years back I had information that the Aura can Expandable maximum up 27 

feet’s. I started research since past ten years by investigation and experimenting by own ,found so many hidden behaviors of 

Human Aura. My innovation is “Human Body is the best Generation and modulation machine of signals with associate field called 

Aura. Aura is the Electromagnetic field generated by the human body, the reason for electromagnetic field is the potentials 

produced by neurons. I found human Aura have four different colors 1) Block 2) Red 3) Yellow 4) White spectrums, every person 

has only one kind spectrum but we can change spectral characteristics by using certain process. Every person has by nature, have 

base frequency those are mention above. The paper has information how the interaction happens between different Auras? In that 

journey, I found 16 possible spectrums and their interaction B-B, R-R, Y-Y, W-W, B-R, B-Y, B-W, R-B, R-Y, R-W, Y-B, Y-R, Y-

W, W-B, W-R, W-Y. Like Kind field  interactions emits Low Heat energy and other emits heat , how much quantity is emitted, 

based on combined patterns. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 So many questions are running minds what I would 

like mentions in introduction, started fair question, you know 

what if a person watches adult materials in videos, how they 

can induce sexual feelings, I mean there is no real person to 

expose sexual feelings, a material can induce feeling in 

person. Someone may angry around us, after some time we 

also influence same situations. Another example is let me 

speak about watching some sad movies, in that situations we 

feel same feeling what exactly actresses follows. Watching 

devil movies, we felt same fear what they felt. So here the 

world of scientists needs to understand the concepts of how 

the materials can influence people or people can influence 

outer world. The simple answer for this is field Induction. 

which means, the human body associated with natural energy 

called Aura. Here my innovation is “if the person is inn mood 

of sexuality or angriness or happy, whatever the feeling they 

has, the same information can be embedded with so call 

natural energy Aura. The Aura is exposed to nearby 

environment or person induces same field, which means that 

to whom he exposed same situations will be induced another 

people. So finally, the nearby environment is attaining the 

same of sending field. 

 

My Inovations 

 
Figure 1: B-B Spectrum of Aura 

 
Figure 2: R-R Spectrum of Aura 

 
Figure 3: Y-Y Spectrum of Aura 
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Figure 4: Y-Y Spectrum of Aura 

 
Figure 5: B-R Spectrum of Aura 

 
Figure 6: B-Y Spectrum of Aura 

 
Figure 7: B-W Spectrum of Aura 

 
Figure 8: R-B Spectrum of Aura 

 
Figure 9: R-Y Spectrum of Aura 

 
Figure 10: R-W Spectrum of Aura 

 
Figure 11: Y-B Spectrum of Aura 

 
Figure 12: Y-R Spectrum of Aura 
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Figure 13: Y-W Spectrum of Aura 

 
Figure 14: Y-W Spectrum of Aura 

 
Figure 15: W-R Spectrum of Aura 

 
Figure 16: W-Y Spectrum of Aura 

 
Figure 17:  Aura Field Communication 

 
Figure 18: Physics Support to New  Innovation 

 

 Aura is the Electromagnetic field generated by the 

human body, the reason for electromagnetic field is the 

potentials produced by neurons. I found human Aura have 

four different colors 1) Block 2) Red 3) Yellow 4) White 

spectrums, every person has only one kind spectrum but we 

can change spectral characteristics by using certain process. 

Every person has by nature have base frequency those are 

mention above. The paper has information how the 

interaction happens between different Auras? In that journey, 

I found 16 possible spectrums and their interaction B-B, R-R, 

Y-Y, W-W, B-R, B-Y, B-W, R-B, R-Y, R-W, Y-B, Y-R, Y-

W, W-B, W-R, W-Y. Like Kind filed interactions emits Low 

Heat energy and other emits based combined patterns. This 

philosophy took from physics that if I heating Iron ROD, 

generally rod goes through this process, in Muddy Block 

Color – Red – Yellow- White.  Likewise, the persons exist in 

nature are defined by me experimented found those four 

categories. According rules of electricity if two bodies are at 

same frequency and impedances matches maximum power is 

transmitted between two bodies. Unmatched frequencies 

radiate huge heat energy. That heat energy disturbs the 

nearby nature. That’s why so many person’s opinions are not 

coincidences together because of unmatched human aura. 

The amount of heat generated is depend on the which kind 

spectrum of spectrum happens. Human Aura may expand up 

to boundary of the universe by using well defined generation 

of frequency by human body. 

The radiated can approach any random functions like  

1) Gaussian 

2) Exponential  

3) Uniform 

4) Rayleigh functions 

5) Depending upon situions .  
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CONCLUSIONS 

 

 The studies in human Aura is like kid which at 

home, means the researches are concentrating everything 

based on past studies. the researches need to have intuitive 

mind. Human body is an ultimate device to produce variable 

field and signals, that field may also expandable up to 

universe ending. The aura is the source for curing health 

disorders like mental stability, changing attitude., Controlling 

another people with Aura. The study of me makes the 

researchers to think in different way about Aura.  
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